High resolution 2D dose measurement device based on a few long scintillating fibers and tomographic reconstruction.
Patient-specific QA of highly conformal radiotherapy treatments are usually conducted using 2D or 3D dosimetry of the incident dose distribution in a water-equivalent phantom. However, dosimeters typically used for this task usually lack in either spatial resolution or dose accuracy. The purpose of this work is to develop and validate a novel type of high resolution 2D dosimeter based on the tomographic reconstruction of the dose projections obtained using long scintillating fibers for the quality assurance of modern radiotherapy techniques such as IMRT. Fifty parallel scintillating fibers were aligned in a 30 cm diameter cylindrical masonite phantom with a 95 cm source-to-surface distance and a 100 cm source-to-fibers distance. The fibers were disposed so that the effective detection area of the scintillating fibers was a 20 cm diameter disk. Both ends of each scintillating fiber were coupled to clear optical fibers to enable light collection by a single CCD camera. Seven IMRT segments and two square fields were acquired using 18 projections over a 170° rotation of the device. Computation of the dose integrals was made for each scintillating fiber using the irradiation of known rectangular reference fields. Dose reconstructions were conducted using a total-variation minimization iterative reconstruction algorithm. Eight monitor units were programmed for each projection and the reconstructed dose grid pixel resolution was set to 1 × 1 mm(2). 3%∕3 mm gamma tests conducted between the reconstructed IMRT dose distributions and the dose calculated with the treatment planning system Pinnacle(3) were on average successful for 99.6% of the dose pixels with a predicted dose of at least 10% of the maximum dose. The dose profiles for both square fields and IMRT segments agreed within 2% to the dose calculated with Pinnacle(3) except in high dose gradient regions, and were comparable to the dose measured using an ionization chamber array (IBA MatriXX) and radiographic films (Kodak XV2). Using tomographic reconstruction on the projections acquired with rotating scintillating fibers, we were able to perform water-equivalent 2D dosimetry of square fields and IMRT segments with acceptable accuracy and high spatial resolution. The underlying concept of tomographic dosimetry and the small number of fibers needed to reconstruct a given 2D dose distribution offer new dosimetric possibilities, both applicable to 2D and 3D dosimetry.